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A B S T R A C T

Analysing the city through data retrieved from Location Based Social Networks (LBSNs) has received con-
siderable attention as a promising method for applied research. However, the use of these data is not without its
challenges and has given rise to a stream of polemical arguments over the validity of this source of information.
This paper addresses the challenges and opportunities as well as some of the limitations and biases associated
with the collection and use of LBSN data from Foursquare, Twitter, Google Places, Instagram and Airbnb in the
context of urban phenomena research. The most recent research that uses LBSN data to understand city dy-
namics is presented. A method is proposed for LBSN data retrieval, selection, classification and analysis. In
addition, key thematic research lines are identified given the data variables offered by these LBSNs. A com-
prehensive and descriptive framework for the study of urban phenomena through LBSN data is the main con-
tribution of this study.

1. Introduction

In an era of ever increasing user-generated content —via new data
sources using fixed or mobile sensors such as GPS, credit cards,
smartphones, etc.— patterns of human activity are revealed. Thus,
obtaining meaningful information from these sources represents both a
challenge and an opportunity. Specifically, digital data sources provide
researchers with a new approach to the study of urban phenomena.

Social media is accepted by scholars as a valuable resource to ad-
vance research on specific urban aspects (Anselin & Williams, 2015;
Arribas-Bel, Kourtit, Nijkamp, & Steenbruggen, 2015; Roick & Heuser,
2013; Shelton, Poorthuis, & Zook, 2015). Practitioners argue that social
media offers different visions on diverse aspects of social, economic and
political urban life reflected by the user's interests and activities (Bawa-
Cavia, 2011; Cerrone, 2015; Graham, Hale, & Gaffney, 2014; Huang &
Wong, 2015). In fact, the representation and interpretation of data re-
trieved from Location Based Social Networks —LBSNs hereafter—
provide a means by which to assess different urban dynamics, such as,
mobility (Cheng, Caverlee, Lee, & Sui, 2011; Luo, Cao, Mulligan, & Li,
2016; Noulas, Scellato, Lambiotte, Pontil, & Mascolo, 2012; Quercia,
Aiello, Schifanella, & Davies, 2015a, 2015b); land uses and urban ac-
tivity (García-Palomares, Salas-Olmedo, Moya-Gómez, Condeço-
Melhorado, & Gutiérrez, 2017; Hamstead et al., 2018; Quercia & Saez,
2014; Van Canneyt, Schockaert, Van Laere, & Dhoedt, 2012a, 2012b);

human behaviour (Hochman & Manovich, 2013; Lee, Wakamiya, &
Sumiya, 2013; Peña-López, Congosto, & Aragón, 2014; Quercia, Aiello,
Schifanella, & Davies, 2015a, 2015b); event detection (Béjar et al.,
2016; Chen & Roy, 2009); and, the issue of adding value to urban
planning, decision making processes and city design (Dunkel, 2015;
Tasse & Hong, 2014).

This research presents an innovative, comprehensive and de-
scriptive method which has been developed for retrieving, processing
and interpreting LBSN geolocated data for the study of cities.
Furthermore, inferences that have been drawn from previous research
are provided to illustrate how this method can be applied to different
urban contexts. The novelty of this research lies in the proposed
strategy for addressing the opportunities, limitations and difficulties
associated with the process of retrieving, validating, classifying and
filtering LBSN datasets for the study of specific urban phenomena. Five
LBSNs —Twitter, Foursquare, Google Places, Instagram and Airbnb—
are considered for their unique characteristics and varied metadata to
exemplify these processes.

The paper is structured as follows: i) a recap of the existing litera-
ture on the main opportunities and limitations found in the use of LBSN
data for urban analysis; ii) an explanation of the proposed compre-
hensive data retrieval, selection, filtering and usage method that
overcomes many of the most important drawbacks; and, iii) a discus-
sion of the opportunities and, also, the limitations and difficulties of
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using LBSN data for the analysis of cities.

1.1. LBSN's in urban analysis: the opportunity

Some inherent features of LBSN data render them a valuable re-
source for developing urban studies.

Firstly, LSBN data are generated by millions of people from different
countries throughout the world (Hu et al., 2015) and, as the number of
social network users grows, so does the amount, quality and usability of
data. In 2018, the number of active social media users worldwide
reached 3.196 billion and the number of active mobile social media
users was 2.958 billion (Kemp, 2018).

Secondly, automatic retrieval of social media user-generated con-
tent represents a technological advance for urban analysis. This is
mainly due to the ease with which data collection can be done, re-
moving many of the constraints associated with traditional methods
such as, collection time, accurate geolocation marks, etc. Traditionally,
large surveys and long periods of observation were required to collect
an adequate amount of data for research. Relevant work developed thus
far demonstrates the usefulness of these data for urban analysis. For
instance, some of the most significant research that originally used
traditional methods in urban studies: The Image of the city of Boston
(Lynch, 1960) and the Death and Life of Great American Cities (Jacobs,
1961), have been revisited using LBSN data (Al-Ghamdi & Al-Harigi,
2015; Lee et al., 2013; Liu, Zhou, Zhao, & Ryan, 2016; Quercia, Aiello,
Schifanella, & Davies, 2015a, 2015b). These studies concur that al-
though closer scrutiny of the data is necessary for more effective data
filtering and mining, crowdsourcing technologies —including social
networks— provide great opportunities for researchers and designers
involved in the analysis of urban environments (Granell & Ostermann,
2016).

Thirdly, the information contained in LBSN data enables the ex-
ploration of intangible aspects of urban life that are linked to places
(McLain et al., 2013). Some social exchanges and events happening in
the city remain concealed (Soja, 1989) in morphological or physical
studies (Cerrone, 2015). However, they leave a virtual trail linked to a
specific location, which provides a more thorough analysis of users
experiences and perceptions of the city (Saker & Evans, 2016; Silva, Vaz
de Melo, Almeida, Salles, & Loureiro, 2014).

Fourthly, LBSN data can be recognised as volunteered geographic
information —VGI— (Campagna, 2016; Jiang, Alves, Rodrigues,
Ferreira, & Pereira, 2015; Kitchin, 2013) since the expressed percep-
tions, interests, needs and behaviours are published online voluntarily
by the users and refer to unique and specific places in cities. Data are
generally collected “unobtrusively” (Quercia, Aiello, Schifanella, &
Davies, 2015a, 2015b) and users are generally not constrained when
generating information. This is an advantage because according to the
Hawthorne effect, subjects may alter their behaviour in a study on
realization that they are being observed (McCarney, Warner, Iliffe, van
Haselen, R Griffin, & Fisher, 2007).

Lastly, the diversity of LBSNs, and the content retrieved from them,
offer a multi-perspective approach to the study of cities. There is con-
siderable research using data from Facebook, Twitter and Instagram,
some of the most globally-renowned LBSNs, that covers different topics
in relation to diverse fields of knowledge. However, other LBSNs, such
as Foursquare and Google Places have demonstrated their relevance as
supplementary georeferenced data sources (Jiang et al., 2015; Milne,
Thomas, & Paris, 2012; Serrano-Estrada, Marti, & Nolasco-Cirugeda,
2016; Van Canneyt, Schockaert, et al., 2012a). Moreover, different
LBSNs, with the same functionality as the renowned global ones, are
more commonly used in specific geographical areas. For instance,
Weibo —China— or Mastodon —India— are an alternative to Twitter.
In both South Korea and Japan, Never, is an alternative to Google. Thus,

methods developed for collecting and analysing LBSN data for research
purposes can be transferrable to other LBSNs.

As evidenced by the previously cited works, social media user-
generated data are a valuable by-product for the study of the city
(Arribas-Bel, 2014), and when the information is georeferenced, that
provides added value for urban research since specific phenomena can
be analysed in a determined urban area. That is the reason why this
study adopts exclusively geolocated data from Social Networks.

1.2. Challenges and limitations of using LBSN data for urban research

Some of the most commonly cited limitations associated with the
use of LBSNs refer to the lack of consistency in the provision of an
acceptable amount of valid geocoded data for each sample (Boyd &
Crawford, 2012; Cerrone, 2015; Leetaru, Wang, Cao, Padmanabhan, &
Shook, 2013; Sloan & Quan-Haase, 2017). For instance, a study con-
ducted in the metropolitan area of Pittsburgh indicated a greatly re-
duced amount of LBSN data generated from urban areas with lower
median income compared to the rest of the city, probably due to lower
smartphone ownership (Tasse & Hong, 2014). Therefore, the amount of
data are largely conditioned by ownership of a smartphone and access
to an internet connection (Arribas-Bel, 2014). Also, there is a difference
in terms of the quantity of information retrieved from LBSNs between
rural and urban areas (Hecht & Stephens, 2014); and, in the specific
case of Twitter, the fact that only a small portion of its users activate the
geocoded function when publishing tweets is also an important con-
sideration (Sloan, 2017). Furthermore, the reasons for using the geo-
coding function in Twitter messages are certainly biased by factors such
as social-economic status, political context or education (Graham et al.,
2014). Certain social networks are more popular in some places than in
others, impacting the quantity of information available from a specific
social network (Sloan & Quan-Haase, 2017). That is why research is
usually applied to case studies involving large metropolitan cities with
a high population density given that there is a considerably greater
amount of LBSN data available for study.

Even if the dataset is acceptable in terms of quantity, lack of
transferability and representativeness in the information provided has
been acknowledged as a problem in the two following circumstances.

Firstly, LBSN data retrieved about specific locations reveal im-
portant details about the everyday urban life in those places (Lee et al.,
2013; Sui & Goodchild, 2011). Thus, research on single case studies is
limited to a specific place and it is difficult to know with certainty if the
conclusions obtained from the selected sample are transferrable to
other locations (Goodchild, 2013).

Secondly, there are contrasting opinions about whether LBSNs re-
present the entire population. Some studies argue that LBSN data pro-
vide a representative sample of citizen preferences, opinions and ac-
tivities (Agryzkov et al., 2015; Barbera & Rivero, 2015; Martí, Serrano-
Estrada, & Nolasco-Cirugeda, 2017; Morstatter, Pfeffer, Liu, & Carley,
2013; Tufekci, 2014), given the increasing diversity of user profiles
(Pew Research Center, 2017). Others claim that LBSN users are not
necessarily a representative sample (Quercia, Aiello, Schifanella, &
Davies, 2015a, 2015b) based on the assumption that social media users
comprise only part of the population whose use of a particular social
network tends to be aligned to a specific interest. However, since no
personal details are retrieved when collecting user data, the sample
cannot be rigorously characterised in terms of user profiles as is pos-
sible in a controlled environment —interviews, focus groups, etc.—
(Chorley, Whitaker, & Allen, 2015). Evidently, some users of social
networks are not private individuals but represent organisations, in-
stitutions, businesses, public figures, and influencers whose tailored
comments reach and, potentially influence huge audiences. This case
implies that the data generated is driven by public relations and
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external communications executives whose role is to comply with the
organization's communications strategy, for example (Cerrone, 2015;
Marwick & Boyd, 2011).

The aforementioned concerns are acknowledged in studies that use
LBSNs for addressing city dynamics. However, the challenges and
limitations associated with the process of data retrieval, verification,
selection and filtering have received scant coverage in the literature.
The accuracy of these methods is crucial for obtaining valid datasets
and dealing with different research problems concerned with the field
of urban studies and this paper seeks to bridge this gap.

2. Method for retrieving and using LBSN data in the study of cities

This section presents a comprehensive method for obtaining, ver-
ifying, filtering and classifying data from five LBSNs: Foursquare,
Google Places, Twitter, Instagram and Airbnb. Additionally, some in-
ferences are included from previous analysis of urban phenomena using
these data.

2.1. Data retrieval process and tools

There are various methods for retrieving LBSNs data: via Application
Programming Interface —API— (Jagadeesan & Venkatesan, 2015;
Leetaru et al., 2013; Tsou et al., 2013; Wang, 2013; Wilken, 2014; S.
Williams, 2012); via crawled from the website (Mahto & Singh, 2016);
and via purchased by official resellers; among others (Mayr & Weller,
2017). Specifically, this study takes the case of a web-based application
that retrieves data from Foursquare, Google Places, Twitter and In-
stagram: SMUA —Social Media Urban Analyser—. As for Airbnb data, it
is obtained through AirDNA, a third party company that “gathers in-
formation publicly available on the Airbnb website” (AirDNA, 2017).

SMUA's functionality and interface —Fig. 1— has been specifically
designed to collect geolocated social network data —Table 1—. Laun-
ched in 2013, the first version retrieved data from the social networks
Foursquare and Panoramio. However, the latter has been removed after
its closure date on November 4, 2016. Currently, SMUA retrieves data
from Foursquare, Google Places, Twitter and Instagram.

Some aspects involved in the experience with SMUA's retrieval
procedure that are worth highlighting are as follows: first, the limita-
tions and requirements imposed by each social network regarding the
shape and size of the search area; and, second, the maximum number of
records provided by the API for each data request. These conditions,
met by SMUA data requests, are commonly found among other LBSNs,

especially those whose data are harvested through an API. Furthermore,
although LBSNs frequently change the requirements in terms of the
number of results per request, the retrieval process remains the same
and, thus could be transferrable to collect data from other similar social
networks. Therefore, the overarching principles of the LBSNs data re-
trieval process through API could be narrowed down to:

1. Request type
2. Search polygon shape
3. Search polygon size
4. Number of requests and/or results allowed per request
5. Timeframe up to data retrieval
6. Retrieved data

These principles, listed in Table 1, have been adopted by SMUA for
each LBSN and will be further explained. It can be observed that Twitter
data can be obtained through two complementary methods: Streaming
and Rest.

The overall procedure for requesting and retrieving data from the
APIs —Foursquare, Google Places, Twitter and Instagram— is as fol-
lows: firstly, a search polygon area is delineated —of regular or irre-
gular shape— in the Open Street Map cartography (Liftn & Parad, 2018)
within SMUA's interface; secondly, SMUA delineates a Superimposed
Regular Shape —SRS—, rectangular or circular, onto the search
polygon area according to the shape and size restrictions imposed by
the social network's API; and thirdly, the data request is processed. The
data retrieval time will vary according to the size of the SRS. All the
information in the API is retrieved; however, as explained in Section
2.2, a selection, validation and filtering of data is performed before
conducting analysis and drawing any conclusion.

2.1.1. Foursquare and Google Places
The requirements to define the search area are similar for both

Foursquare and Google Places. Foursquare web service requires the
search area to be a rectangular polygon whose sides cannot exceed the
length of 100 km —Fig. 2— and the maximum number of results pro-
vided per request is 50 records —venues—. Google Places requires the
search area to be a circle, whose radius cannot exceed 5 km in length
—Fig. 3— and the maximum results provided per request is 60 records
—places—.

In commercially active areas, for example, the original search
polygon is very likely to contain more than 50 venues or 60 places.
Therefore, a search algorithm has been incorporated into SMUA to

Fig. 1. SMUA's user interface. The left image shows the set up and definition of a search area and the right image shows the search results display page.
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guarantee that all data available from the source is retrieved. The al-
gorithm known as the quadtree decomposition method (Samet, 1984),
which is similar to divide-and-conquer methods (Aho, Hopcroft, &
Ullman, 1974, p. 60), recursively divides the SRS into four quadrants
and, if necessary, the partial quadrants are again subdivided into four
sub-quadrants until the following two conditions are satisfied: the
shape sides or circle's radius do not exceed the size limitation set by
Foursquare and Google Places and, concurrently, the number of regis-
ters obtained is less than 50 venues for Foursquare or 60 places for
Google Places —see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively.

The resulting dataset includes the cumulative list of registers in
Foursquare venues and a list of registered establishments on Google
Places up to the retrieval date.

Table 2 provides details of the number of datapoints retrieved from
Foursquare and Google Places using SMUA from four cities of the
Mediterranean Spanish Arc. The number of datapoints is compared to
the measured area of the continuous urban fabric.

2.1.2. Twitter
Geolocated and non-geolocated tweets can be collected. Twitter

spatiotemporal analyses are conditioned by the amount of data avail-
able taking into account that only part of the tweet traffic is geocoded
(Sloan & Morgan, 2015). This is because a tweet geocode can only be
generated from GPS-enabled devices (Han, Cook, & Baldwin, 2014),
and, even though users have full control of whether their tweets are

geolocated or not, the geolocation option in the Twitter app is off by
default.

There are two ways to include the tweet location: enabling the
precise location of the browser or devise from which the twitter is
broadcast, or select a location label suggested by default by the Twitter
app. In some locations, the latter option includes Twitter places labels
of specific landmarks, businesses or points of interest that are sourced
from Foursquare (Twitter, 2018a). The presented methodology focuses
on collecting and analysing geolocated tweets retrieved in both ways:
with exact coordinates and those whose location is defined through
Twitter places.

As for retrieving data, there are three different ways to access
Twitter API (González-Bailón, Wang, Rivero, Borge-Holthoefer, &
Moreno, 2014): Twitter's Streaming API; Twitter's Search API —Rest
API—; and Twitter's Firehose. SMUA accesses free and open Twitter
data using the first two.

The Streaming API is based on real-time data collection. Previous
research has demonstrated that the data search method via Streaming
HTTP protocol using a geographic boundary box as a filter returns a
very representative sample of tweets (Morstatter et al., 2013).

Twitter's Streaming API requires a rectangular area of any size de-
fined by two pairs of latitude and longitude coordinates. SMUA's al-
gorithm superimposes a SRS and “listens” to the tweets shared within
the defined area. This search method provides a sample of user-geolo-
cated tweets that are occurring real-time within the boundary box. The

Fig. 2. Foursquare. Sub-quadrants derived from the search polygon in compliance with the Foursquare API requirements on size and maximum number of venues
retrieved.

Table 1
Summary of the social networks' API requirements incorporated into SMUA for the data request process.

Foursquare Twitter Google Places Instagram

1. Request type Rest Streaming Rest Rest Rest
2. Search polygon

shape
Rectangular Rectangular Circular Circular Circular

3. Search polygon
size

The sides cannot exceed
100 km

No limitation No limitation Radius cannot exceed
5 km

5 km

4. Number of
requests and/or
results allowed per
request

50 results 450 requests per each 15-
min window. No limitation
on the number of results.

Max. 1% of all world-wide generated
tweets.

60 results 5000 calls per hour. No
limitation on the number
of results.

5. Timeframe up to
data retrieval

Venues' cumulative and
updated data

Real time tweets Recently shared tweets —approx. Up to
seven days prior to the retrieval date—

Places' updated data Pictures' updated data

6. Retrieved data Spreadsheet with all venues
registered within the search
area

Spreadsheet with a
representative sample of
tweets collected within the
geographic filter while
Streaming is activated

Spreadsheet with a listing of tweets is
obtained with no guarantee that all
tweets within the geographic filter will
be retrieved.

Spreadsheet with all
the places registered
within the search area

photographs tagged
within the area are
retrieved in individual
jpg files.
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sample includes those tweets that were shared by the user with a pre-
cise location and those that were tagged with a specific Twitter place
label. The data collection rate of the Streaming API is limited to 1% of
all world-wide generated tweets (Boyd & Crawford, 2012). Therefore, it
is possible to retrieve all the tweets within a specific area as long as the
total quantity of tweets requested by the filter —geographic boundary
box— does not exceed this limitation.

The second method of retrieval, the Rest API, works on requests and
requires the delineation of a circular area with neither a size nor a limit
set for the quantity of results. For the case of SMUA, the limit on the
number of requests is 450 requests per each 15min window (Twitter,
Inc., 2018b). Despite this data collection method often being used by
researchers (Roberts, 2017; Villatoro, Serna, Rodríguez, & Torrent-
Moreno, 2013), Twitter does not guarantee that the Rest API method
will list all the tweets shared within the search area. In fact, the final
dataset per Rest search in Twitter will include a list of tweets that have

been shared in the last seven days approximately.
In both methods, retweets generated by the retweet command on

the Twitter app are not considered original content, and therefore, are
not geolocated. However, copy-pasted tweets generated as new tweets
are considered original content and thus, the user can geolocate them
(Sloan & Morgan, 2015).

A visual comparison of tweets collected using both methods in the
case of Central Park area, New York, —Fig. 4— shows that when re-
quiring the maximum amount of results, the Streaming API method is
preferable, but in terms of obtaining a tweet location pattern over a
short period of time —one week, for example—, the Rest method
provides a random but representative sample. Furthermore, the Rest
method is rather useful in cases where the Streaming API search is not
available due to technical reasons, such as when the internet connec-
tion is interrupted. That said, the combination of both methods would
allow a completer and more accurate dataset.

Fig. 3. Google Places. Sub-quadrants derived from the search polygon in compliance with the Google Places API requirements on circle size and maximum number of
places retrieved.

Table 2
Number of datapoints retrieved from Google Places and Foursquare in relation to the measured area of the continuous urban fabric for four Spanish Mediterranean
Arc cities.

Population within the continuous urban
fabric area (INE, 2011)

Area (km2) (Instituto Geográfico
Nacional, 2018)

Google Places Datapoints (data
retrieved: 16 Feb 2018)

Foursquare Datapoints (data
retrieved: 16 Feb 2018)

VALENCIA 782,657 46,68 70,214 15,262
ALICANTE 309,651 35,1 30,758 6417
ELCHE 188,951 19,95 14,880 2633
CASTELLON 153,295 11,94 14,179 2492
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2.1.3. Instagram
The Instagram data retrieval is conducted by manual and automated

means. The manual method implies downloading photos directly from
Instagram webpage using third-party download plugins, and the auto-
mated download is performed through SMUA. According to previous
research (Boy & Uitermark, 2016; López Baeza, Serrano Estrada, &
Nolasco-Cirugeda, 2016), manual collection is known to have ad-
vantages in terms of the closer analysis of data, especially in qualitative
research where granularity of detail is crucial since data can provide
valuable insights that would not be obtained otherwise from large da-
tasets (Laestadius, 2017). This is because each post is searched and
extracted from Instagram's web service, and more sense can be made of
the pictures in the context of the user's profile page than by using au-
tomated data extraction.

SMUA's automated data retrieval process for Instagram's API search
method consists of a circular shape with a required maximum 5 km
radius. The search area is then covered first by a rectangular SRS and
then a circular shape and, if the radius exceeds the allowed distance,
the SRS is subdivided into four sub-quadrants until the circular size
complies with the Instagram API requirements. There is no limitation in
terms of the quantity of registers delivered by the Instagram API.
However, there is a limit of calls per hour which used to be 5000 but
has recently changed to 200 —as of April 2018—.

There are two important differences between Instagram and the
previously explained three social networks Foursquare, Google Places
and Twitter. Firstly, data retrieved from Instagram —pictures and their
metadata— are not georeferenced to the exact location from where they

were posted. Instead, Instagram has delimited areas with a geolocated
centre point to which all data within the area will be associated
—Fig. 5— For example, all the pictures shared on Instagram in a certain
urban area —namely, downtown area— may be geolocated to the city's
cathedral. Secondly, as of June 2016, Instagram has placed important
restrictions on its API access, one of which is limiting the quantity of
data accessed. Any app or program that intends to retrieve data from
Instagram's API requires system approval first. Otherwise, only a
“sandbox” version of the data is available which provides only a very
limited amount of data for retrieval.

2.2. Data variables and usage

Two considerations have an important impact on the analysis of
data retrieved from the social network APIs. Firstly, the LBSNs user-
generated information differs significantly from one social network to
the other since they have been designed for different purposes. For
instance, users can broadcast their presence by checking-in on
Foursquare venues; register and rate businesses in Google Places, share a
tweet in Twitter, upload a photograph to Instagram and/or comment on
users' images, or register a short-term rental property on Airbnb. Thus,
each social network provides unique data variables —metadata—.
Depending on each research topic, one or several variables from dif-
ferent sources can be considered allowing a more comprehensive as-
sessment process —Fig. 6—. Although data from different LBSNs are
not comparable, the resulting analysis from each can be complementary
for research purposes.

Fig. 4. Comparison between Twitter datasets obtained via Streaming and Rest API methods.
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Secondly, and as a consequence of the previous consideration, re-
flection on the research topic is required prior to selecting suitable data
variables for analysis because not all metadata information offered by
the social network API may be useful for the study of a specific urban
phenomena. Specifically, SMUA has been programmed to retrieve only
specific data variables relevant to the urban phenomena being ad-
dressed. These variables can be grouped into 5 categories, as shown in
Table 3: location [LOC], temporal information [TEMP], user generated
data [UGDAT], data categorization [CAT] and data ID [ID].

The collected data variables have different formats depending on
each LBSN: geographic coordinates [coor]; text [txt] —tweets, tips,
comments, hashtags, reviews, photo name or description—; rating va-
lues —check-ins, visitors, rating value— [rat]; photographs [pho];
place, venue or accommodation listing ID [id]; data categories [cat], and
temporal information [temp].

These specific data variables can be grouped and combined to ad-
dress different research topics in the field of urban studies. Some of
these potential topics are presented in Section 2.2.2.

2.2.1. Data verification and validation
Data harmonization prior to visualization or analysis strengthens

the validity of the data, avoiding errors, over-presence or duplicated
information.

Some users can be extremely active on LBSNs and, thus, skew the
interpretation of the pattern, especially if the size of the sample is re-
duced (Mayr & Weller, 2017). For example, a single user can actively
generate a large number of tweets from a fixed location (Lloyd &
Cheshire, 2017) or, in the case of Foursquare, special promotions ex-
clusive to users checking-in a specific business establishment may skew
the results for identifying user presence and preference.

Moreover, duplicate venues and places were found in Foursquare and
Google Places, but not in Airbnb.

In the case of Foursquare, duplicate venues can be detected easily
when they have the same name; these kinds of duplicates have been
found to account for less than 10% of dataset listings —i.e. 3.14% in
Prague, Czech Republic; 6.5% in Tallinn, Estonia; and 8.78% in
Valencia, Spain. All datasets retrieved by 11 April 2018—. Other du-
plicate venues that need to be carefully sorted are those that might be a
typo or a different name to the same venue and thus be listed twice. For
instance, in the case of the dataset of Alicante, Spain, the venue of the
municipal cemetery is listed twice as: “Cementerio De Alicante”, with
15 check-ins and 12 users; and “Cementerio de Alicante”, with 15
check-ins, 12 users, in dataset retrieved on 16 February 2018. In this
case, both venues are considered as only one and the final number of
check-ins and users corresponds to the addition of the two previous
venues.

Fig. 5. Instagram API search method.

Fig. 6. Comprehensive assessment process for the interpretation of data from different LBSNs.
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In Google Places some places are registered twice with a different
name. For example, the same restaurant could be referred to as a “bar”
or “cafeteria”. Previous experience has shown that a Google Places
dataset could include up to 2% duplicate listings. One exemplary case is
the raw dataset of the cities of Alicante and Valencia in Spain, with
32,995 and 72,621 place listings, respectively —datasets retrieved on
16 Feb 2018—. After the deletion of duplicate listings, the unique da-
tapoints amounted to 32,392 and 72,019, respectively.

With regard to Twitter and Instagram duplicated data, the duplicate
verification of these datapoints is rather simple since every single tweet
and post on Instagram has its own unique ID. However, two relevant
considerations should be taken into account while validating data from
Twitter, especially related to the tweets' locative features. Firstly, copy-
pasted tweets that are generated as new tweets have the same content
with a different user ID. In the case where the research requires unique
text, one tweet would need to be deleted. Secondly, when a user or
business is highly active on Twitter, it might skew the analysis of the
spatial tweet pattern distribution as there may be a disproportionate
number of tweets generated from a single location by the same user ID.

Once duplicated data have been removed, perusal of the data before
analysis guides decision making on the appropriate filtering for the
research purpose (Chiera & Korolkiewicz, 2017). The consistency and
organization of datasets largely depend on data categorization, hier-
archy, and structure, which are determined by the LBSN and the users'
criteria for registering and classifying information. Two distinguishable
cases emerge on how data are organized into categories: by tags and/or
user-generated keywords, as in the case of Instagram and Twitter; and
by predetermined categories as in the case of Foursquare, Google Places
and Airbnb.

In the case of LBSNs using keywords to classify the information, data
from Twitter —texts— and Instagram —images— are grouped ac-
cording to the hashtags included in the user's post. The ‘#’—hashtag—
and ‘@’—at— symbols before a keyword or a user allow all posts re-
lated to the same topic or user to be grouped together.

For those LBSNs that use distinctive predetermined categories, such
as Foursquare, Google Places and Airbnb, the validation, refinement
and re-assignment of categories to data is necessary depending on the
research topic and the database's consistency.

Foursquare has 10 general categories (Foursquare Inc., 2017). Each
category is divided into a wide range of sub-categories that provide
more information about the venue's description. Foursquare users re-
gistering a venue on the platform can assign a category and a sub-ca-
tegory; however, the logic behind why some sub-categories are assigned
to a category is not always clear (M. J. Williams & Chorley, 2017).

Although there are some strategies to promote consistency across venue
data (M. J. Williams & Chorley, 2017) —such as a “style guide” and
voluntary reviewers called “Superusers”—, a careful revision of cate-
gories and subcategories is needed.

As for Google Places, when users register a place on the platform,
they assign one or more place types —Google Places categories—. There
are over 120 predefined place types (Google Developers, 2018), thus,
user-assigned categorization of places is even less accurate than in the
case of Foursquare. Therefore, Google Places datasets need to be re-
vised, refined and many places require recategorization prior to analysis
for five reasons:

(i). As previously mentioned, sometimes places are registered twice
with a different name which needs to be considered as one place.

(ii). Some Google Places categories are too general, and/or some places
may not have assigned a specific sub-category, thus it is not clear
what type of place they represent. Specifically, the categories
“establishment”, “premise” and “point of interest” could include
all kinds of place types, for instance, restaurants, hotels, offices,
lawyer offices, banks, etc. These places may account for over 32%
of the unique datapoints in a dataset. Taking the previous case
examples, 10,242 listings in Alicante and 22,408 listings in
Valencia, out of the 32,392 and 72,019 unique datapoints, re-
spectively, belong to those three non-specific categories.1 Since
there is a large quantity of these datapoints in the datasets, re-
assigning a category and subcategory is important prior to any
analysis.

(iii). Some data listings do not represent an economic activity or a place
but refer to a larger geographic area or region. That is the case of
places categorised as “street_address”; “postal_town”; and, “sub-
locality_level_4” categories. The number of places that fall within
these categories may represent up to 40% of all unique data list-
ings. Alicante city dataset has 12,557 non-economic activity places
while Valencia has 27,708; out of the 32,392 and 72,019 unique
datapoints, respectively.

(iv). While recategorizing a place, existing Google Places categories
may not be applicable to businesses and places within a specific
location, thus new categories need to be created. For instance, in

Table 3
LBSNs' general data variables.

General variables Data format/
type

FOURSQUARE TWITTER GOOGLE PLACES INSTAGRAM AIRBNB

1. Location [LOC] Longitude Longitude Longitude Longitude Longitude
coor Latitude Latitude Latitude Latitude Latitude
txt Address, city, country City, country Street, number,

neighbourhood, district,
city, country

Geolocated pin Neighbourhood, city, country

2.Temporal information
[TEMP]

temp Cumulative data on
venues

Time the tweet
was posted

Updated data on
registered places

– Listing creation date

3.User generated data
[UGDAT]

txt Venue name Tweets text Place name Photo description Listing title/ description
num Check-ins – – –
num Users – – – Number of Bedrooms
rat Rating – Rating – Rating
txt Tips, reviews - - Average rate
pho Photographs Photographs – Photographs Photographs

4. Data categorization
[CAT]

cat Hierarchy of categories
and sub-categories

Tweet language
Hashtags

Categories, sub-
categories, sub-sub-
categories

Hashtags Listing type, Property type
—host selects from drop down menu—

5. Data ID [ID] id Venue ID and URL User ID, Tweet ID Place ID Image ID and
URL

Property ID

1 Since February 16, 2017 some non-specific general categories such as “es-
tablishment” and “point of interest” have been deprecated (Google Developers,
2018), although places registered prior to that date remain in their originally
assigned categories.
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the case of the Alicante and Valencia datasets, new categories had
to be created such as “lottery”, with 188 and 478 establishments.

(v). There are cases where the listing location descriptors and ad-
dresses are not homogeneous. For example, in the case of Alicante
and Valencia datasets, the address field of 4123 and 719 listings,
respectively, have “Avenida”; 112 and 184 listings respectively
have “Av.”; and, 1172 and 7025 listings respectively have
“Avinguda”. In these cases, harmonization of the terms should be
considered prior to analysis.

Airbnb's temporary accommodation listings are classified into two
main groups: property type and listing type. These categories have sub-
categories that provide further details about the accommodation char-
acteristics. For example, a property type could be an apartment, bed &
breakfast, boutique hotel, Bungalow, Camper, Dorm, Loft, etc.; and a
listing type refers to whether the accommodation listing includes the
entire apartment, a private room or a shared room. Even though Airbnb
has predefined sub-categories, anybody listing a property can create a
new property type in, for example, a different language. For instance,
datasets of many Spanish cities have “casa particular” as a property type.
Thus, as in the case of Google Places, where the listing categories are
reconsidered, the Airbnb's property type categories need to be revised
and possibly grouped into fewer categories —”apartment” and “ser-
viced apartment” listings could fall within the same property type ca-
tegory, for example—.

2.2.2. Data selection, reclassification and interpretation
Thorough data variables selection and data reclassification, fol-

lowed by detailed examination, is important to ensure that the sample
results are valid for the specific research purpose and thus can be then
interpreted to obtain representative conclusions (Lansley & Longley,
2016). The variable data selection and classification is necessary as the
data have not been generated for urban research purposes. Also, as
previously mentioned, an appropriate selection of data variables is re-
quired, which is conditioned by the research topic to be addressed. The
following Table 4 presents five example research topics, relevant for the
field of urban studies, that will be used to explain filtering methods for
the interpretation of the LBSN data selected: [1] people's perception
and preference over venues can be assessed using Foursquare by ranking
the number of visitors and check-ins and by analysing the venue's user-
shared images and opinions; [2] the diversity and quantity of economic
activities in a specific urban area can be analysed using Google Places'
listing of businesses; [3] spatiotemporal patterns of people presence,
activities and languages can be assessed using Twitter's geolocated
tweets; [4] the perception and character of the urban environment can
be depicted from the analysis of Instagram images and hashtags; and,
[5] location patterns and building typologies of unregistered temporary
accommodation can be identified by using data from Airbnb.

Considering the different groupings and combinations of data
variables, there are several key points about the filtering methods used
for studying the five research topics —Table 4— that will subsequently

be dealt with.

2.3. Foursquare: People's perception and preferences

Foursquare datasets include information that is valuable for iden-
tifying people's perception (Quercia, 2015, 2016) and preferences in
cities (Agryzkov, Martí, Tortosa, & Vicent, 2016; Tasse & Hong, 2014;
Van Canneyt, Schockaert, Van Laere, & Dhoedt, 2012b). It is possible to
ascertain the cumulative total amount of visitors and check-ins regis-
tered for each Foursquare venue. Filtering venues by number of visitors
and check-ins allows identification of the most visited and thus, the
most preferred venues. However, deciding whether to use the number of
check-ins rather than the number of visitors depends on the research
question itself considering that a single visitor can check-in multiple
times in a venue. Many authors consider the check-ins number for
analysing venue preferences or identifying key points of interest
(Ferreira, Silva, & Loureiro, 2016; Jiang et al., 2015); while other
scholars take the cumulative number of visitors to identify how many
people have checked-in a venue at least once (Bentley, Cramer, &
Müller, 2015; Martí et al., 2017; Noulas, Scellato, Mascolo, & Pontil,
2010). For example, to identify which public plaza is the most socially
relevant in Foursquare, the dataset is filtered so that venues are ranked
according to the number of unique visitors registered under the sub-
category “plaza”, within the general category “outdoors & recreation”
(Martí et al., 2017). This process could be applied to a different kind of
venue, for instance, to identify the most preferred restaurants or stores.

Furthermore, the pictures and opinions —tips— shared by
Foursquare users on each venue provide an indication of how the space
is perceived and used (Aliandu, 2015; Y. Chen, Yang, Hu, & Zhuang,
2016). The photographed activities of users —for instance, kids playing
in a plaza— and the urban/architectural features in the background
—fountains, sculptural elements, etc.— could be useful perceptual in-
dicators of a venue's safety for children, or of whether the venue is a
youth-oriented space. However, it is often found that in some cities, the
sharing of pictures and tips is scant because the social network is mostly
intended to showcase presence with check-ins or because the social
network's penetration is low. For example, the case of the most visited
venues categorised as plazas in Foursquare: Plaza Catalunya in Barce-
lona and Plaza Luceros in Alicante. Barcelona has a population of 1.6
million people, and Alicante, a population of just over 300,000. As of 24
August 2018, these plazas had, respectively, 8199 photographs and 656
tips; and, 419 photographs and 41 tips.

2.4. Google Places: The diversity and quantity of economic activities

Information on Google Places listings —classified by category and
sub-category— reveals clusters of economic activities as well as quan-
tity, diversity, and complexity in the spatial distribution of these ac-
tivities and places of interest. The regrouping of categories into much
fewer and more general categories is helpful not only for making easier
reading and interpretation of cartographies, avoiding the colour coding

Table 4
Example research topics that can be addressed by combining LBSNs data variables.

FOURSQUARE TWITTER GOOGLE PLACES INSTAGRAM AIRBNB

Research topic Identification of the
most visited/checked-in
venues. [1]

Spatiotemporal patterns of
people presence, activities
and languages. [3]

Quantity and diversity
of economic activities
in an area. [2]

Identify relevant spatial features/
character related to the user
experience and perception. [4]

location and clusters of accommodation
typology —single family house,
multifamily/ apartment building— [5]

Variables selected UGDAT, ID, TEMP LOC, TEMP LOC, CAT, ID LOC, UGDAT (pho) LOC, CAT
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of 120 or so place types in Google Places, but also for studying spe-
cialization of economic activities. For instance, previous experiences
have proven that the recategorization of places into the Land Based
Classification Standards —LBCS—, specifically into the “functional di-
mension” hierarchical categories (American Planning Association,
2018), enables the identification of location patterns and spatial dis-
tribution of economic activities at different scales and granularity. This
classification provides a fine-grain land use class taxonomy based on
three levels: 7 main categories, 47 sub-categories and 159 sub-sub-ca-
tegories (Deng & Newsam, 2017). As an example, in the case of Alicante
city dataset —retrieved on 16 Feb 2018—, the allocation of Google
Places place types into the first level APA categories resulted as follows:

1000- Residence or accommodation functions- 3.6%.
2000- General sales or services- 46.9%.
3000- Manufacturing and wholesale trade- 4.5%.
4000- Transportation, communication, information and utilities-
9%.
5000- Arts, entertainment and recreation- 14.4%.
6000- Education, public admin, health care and other institutions-
17.12%.
7000- Construction-related businesses- 4.6%.

2.5. Twitter: Spatiotemporal patterns of people presence

In general, selecting variables related to either geo-location or the
tweet content to analyse temporal patterns of activities and people
presence can provide two different filtering approaches: spatiotemporal
and/or message content.

Firstly, tweet representations in a cartography by using tweet
timestamps and geolocation is an easy and straightforward way to ob-
serve the concentration patterns of tweets shared in a certain area
(Adnan, Longley, & Khan, 2014; Fujita, 2013; Steiger, Westerholt,
Resch, & Zipf, 2015). The time-based aggregation of tweets could be
useful to understand regular activities happening at a certain hour on a
certain day of the week. For example, in the case of the urban axes that

run and extend along both sides of Paseo de la Castellana in Madrid
—6.3 km long— and the Diagonal avenue in Barcelona —10.2 km
long—, respectively, 61,716 and 14,849 Twitter datapoints were re-
trieved between 21 September 2016 and 17 February 2017. These da-
tasets were aggregated into four daily time periods as shown in Table 5,
showing that daily tweeting patterns in Madrid and Barcelona are quite
similar. This type of filtering process is also applicable to recognise
when one-off events or demonstrations happen. In the latter case, the
number of tweets increases substantially in a certain urban area and
fades away once the event is finished (Bolognesi & Galli, 2017; Panteras
et al., 2015).

Secondly, categorization of data by the tweet or the user language
has also proved to be a useful way to identify, for example, the geo-
graphical location of the different cultures and nationalities in a city. It
is possible to find out what kind and how many foreign languages are
spoken in a certain area (Fisher, 2011; Lange & Waal, 2013). For in-
stance, in the case of Madrid and Barcelona, Spanish in both cities is the
most spoken language among tweeters; however, Barcelona presents a
greater amount of English and “undefined” language tweets, most of
which are in Catalan —Table 5—.

Lastly, the recognition of certain activities, opinions, ideas and
trending topics that are predominant in a given place and at a given
time can be detected by using the information related to the tweet
content —text, hashtags— and sentiment analysis (Cheng et al., 2011;
Yang, Sun, Zhang, & Mei, 2012). Word count techniques can be applied
to a Twitter dataset and represented, for example, in a word cloud using
scaled text size where the higher the frequency of words in a dataset the
larger the font size (Sang & Van Den Bosch, 2013) —Table 5—.

2.6. Airbnb: Location patterns and building typologies of unregistered
temporary accommodation

Airbnb geolocated data provide useful information about the spatial
distribution and concentration patterns of temporary accommodation
by property type or listing type in a given area (Moreno Izquierdo, Ramón
Rodríguez, & Such Devesa, 2016; Temes Cordóvez, Simancas Cruz,

Table 5
Example categorization of Twitter data by daily time periods, tweet language and frequency of hashtags.

Axis Paseo de la Castellana, Madrid Axis Diagonal Avenue, Barcelona

Total tweets collected from 21-09-2016 to 17-02-2017 61,716 14,849

Tweets aggregated by daily time periods
Early morning [0:00 to 6:59 h.] 7.02% 7.85%
Morning [7:00 to 12:59 h.] 27.88% 30.54%
Afternoon [13:00 to 18:59 h.] 36.44% 37.03%
Evening-night [19:00 to 23:59 h.] 28.66% 24.58%

Tweet languages
Spanish 68.55% 35.84%
English 17.34% 25.91%
Italian 0.60% 1.61%
Portuguese 3.89% 1.54%
Undefined 4.43% 27.50% Mostly Catalan
Others 5.19% 7.60%

Word cloud with most repeated hasthags.
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Peñarrubia Zaragoza, Moya Fuero, & García Amaya, 2016). The defi-
nition of the different accommodation categories is vague —for ex-
ample, it is difficult to know the difference between the property types
service apartment vs. apartment— and the user-generated information
is not homogeneously classified. Therefore, it becomes necessary to
regroup property type categories. For instance, in a study conducted of 9
Spanish cities —Alicante, Benidorm, Calpe, Castellón, Gandía, Pe-
ñíscola, Teulada, Torrevieja and Valencia—, a new categorization of
listings by property type was proposed to specify the listing's building
typology: i) multifamily housing apartment; ii) single family housing,
iii) private room, and iv) others —Table 6.

2.7. Instagram: The perception and character of the urban environment

Instagram data offer relevant insights about what is interesting in
the urban environment for people. Pictures shared through Instagram
“promote visual rather than textual communication” (Laestadius,
2017), thus the analysis of the character and identity of the urban en-
vironment can be depicted from the filtering and studying of a much
smaller dataset than in other types of data. However, unlike the pre-
viously explained social networks whose information is retrieved in the
form of a spreadsheet, filtering large sets of Instagram images can be
rather challenging and still remains largely inaccessible for researchers
(Laestadius, 2017). There are open tools available that can classify
pictures automatically according to their hue and luminosity (Hochman
& Manovich, 2013; Manovich, 2016). These techniques are useful to
identify, for example, which pictures are taken indoors or outdoors and
to gauge the extent to which users are interested in outdoor and/or
indoor activities.

The manual filtering and geocoding of pictures retrieved via screen-
captured posts (Laestadius, 2017) and/or Instagram webpage down-
loads (López Baeza, Serrano Estrada, Nolasco-Cirugeda, Serrano-
Estrada, & Nolasco-Cirugeda, 2016) is often done by using place
hashtags. These correspond to a geolocated point that represents a place
or a region —i.e. #centralpark; #newyork—, thus filtering by these
hashtags is a straightforward way to obtain a sample with images that
are shared in a specific urban location. Another type of picture ag-
gregation and filtering is done by categorizing the content of the pic-
ture; for instance: a selfie; a person posing nearby a specific urban
element —tree, monument—; landscape; scenery; and, architecture.
Moreover, ascertaining people's activities in photos could provide an
indication of the perception of the surrounding space.

2.8. Other research topics

A compilation of other potential research topics using the afore-
mentioned social networks and their respective data variables are listed
in Table 7.

Table 6
Airbnb's property type categories grouped into building's typology classifica-
tion.

Multifamily Single family Private room Others

Apartment Bungalow Bed & breakfast Camper
Boutique hotel Cabin Casa particular Boat
Condominum Chalet Dorm Igloo
Entire floor House Guest suite
Loft Villa Guest house
Timeshare Townhouse Hostel
Others Nature lodge Timeshare
Serviced apartment Earth House In law
Vacation home
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3. Discussion and conclusions

The findings of this research back the many previously cited urban
scholars who support the use of LBSN data for the study of cities. This
trend is set to continue given that content generated by an ex-
ponentially growing community of LBSN users cannot be neglected in
urban research of a qualitative nature. These data can potentially
trigger more discussion about current trends in urban reality than tra-
ditional sources, which cannot compete in terms of immediacy, avail-
ability and quantity of data.

This study underscores the importance of addressing the challenges,
limitations as well as the opportunities provided by LBSN data for the
field of urban studies. A new framework is presented in this study for
overcoming several challenges associated with the retrieval, validation,
selection, filtering and interpretation of geolocated user-generated data
—from Twitter, Foursquare, Google Places, Instagram and Airbnb—.
The findings evidence that a close review and manual verification are
required to avoid losing the implicit nuances of each dataset and
thereby, of each case study.

Furthermore, two issues may compromise the rigorous procedure
and the reproducibility of this type of research. First, reliance on data
accessibility makes the retrieval process vulnerable to the changes in
access conditions; and, second, the excessive amount of data makes
manual verification of large datasets impractical and implies certain
automatization processes —a script, for example—. Accordingly, the
increasing availability of free and open data means a more re-
presentative sampling, but, as argued by Boyd & Crawford (2012)
“bigger data are not always better data”.

LBSN-oriented methods present limitations for the study of cities in
terms of the representability and applicability of the data, according to
some previously cited scholars. This research recognizes the constraints
associated with using LBSN data for the analysis of urban phenomena,
with specific reference to: [1] the complexity involved in requesting
and retrieving data according to each LBSN; [2] the amount of data
retrieved, whether the sample is too small to be representative or too
large to manage; [3] the validation, selection, filtering and interpreta-
tion of data, as a process that is conditioned by the complexity of the
research topic and the distinctive variables obtained from each social
network.

In relation to the complexity involved in requesting and retrieving
data [1], this research underscores the importance of dealing properly
with the API requirements in terms of shape and size of the search
polygon and the number of results per request. Precisely,

one of the main methodological contributions is the recognition of
key aspects involved in the data retrieval, making the method trans-
ferrable to other LBSNs. For example, even though most common social
media APIs use the Rest method (Brown, Soto-Corominas, Suárez, & de
la Rosa, 2017), an approach to Twitter Streaming API request method is
rather similar not in terms of quantity but in terms of data represent-
ability, as explained in Section 2.1.2 Twitter, Fig. 4.

As for the number of datapoints retrieved [2], the information from
a specific location can be far richer if the resulting analyses of two or
more sources are considered when approaching a single research case
study. There are some aspects that can be related among social net-
works such as the relation between the number of datapoints and the
measured area of cities —Table 2—, or apparently common types and
formats of data variables —such as venues and places—. However, the
raw data from two different sources should not be compared until the
data have been independently analysed—Fig. 6—. These analysed data
can be complementary to address a research topic. For example,
Foursquare and Google Places both provide a listing of points of in-
terest. However, the size of the dataset, the data variables and the
purpose for which users share data is rather different.

That is why the verification and selection [3] processes are im-
portant as they may show that there are places registered in Google
Places that are not present in Foursquare and vice versa. In this case, a

business or urban area may not be considered relevant by Foursquare
users —not checked-in—, but the establishment may be listed in Google
Places. Similarly, a recently opened venue may not yet be listed in
Google Places, but it may have check-ins on Foursquare. Thus, the
combination of the resulting analyses of filtered and selected data from
different LBSNs can supplement the information on a sample to produce
a more complete and accurate research approach.

Comprehensive research on a specific urban topic may require the
consideration of validated information from different LBSN datasets
and, therefore, the selection of different variables. Notably, analysing
variables related to images —Instagram, Twitter and Foursquare— re-
mains challenging in terms of the slowness of the procedure. Although
advances in image recognition software can facilitate this task, each
image still needs to be viewed manually to appreciate local nuances
(Boy & Uitermark, 2016) related to social activity, for example.

Finally, the main contribution of this work is a comprehensive fra-
mework for the study of cities that effectively deals with the challenges
and opportunities provided by readily accessible user-generated LBSN
data. The approach presented could benefit urban design and planning
intervention criteria.
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